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Abstract - One of the most important feature of any 
customer centric application is notification. Email 
notification lets users to get notified about any crucial 
updates via email without having the need of user being 
logged into the application. Criteria based notification 
enables users to set certain criteria upon which the 
notification can be sent via email. Through the analysis, 
design and implementation of the email notification system 
for small size user groups for getting notified about the data 
source change that updates the dashboards, this paper 
studies how to collect the criteria and notify data without 
affecting the business system, and proposes a scheme of 
using a data pipeline to check for the change in data to 
notify the users. It also compares two methods of 
implementing the email notification service. The first 
method utilizes Java based web framework known as Spring 
boot which is used in building REST APIs and Sendgrid 
which is a cloud-based SMTP provider. The second method 
utilizes Azure logic app which is an Azure service to create 
automated workflows. The end users receive email 
notification upon a change in the data source indicating the 
source of data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

An email notification is a message that is sent to the 
subscribers to let them know about updates or changes to 
a website, data or service, such as new features, update to 
the dashboards, products, or planned website 
maintenance. It's best to prepare the users of the 
application in case they need to change their routine in 
order to accommodate changes to a website or service 
operation. The potential negative impact of changes will 
be reduced by sharing news about updates. 

Azure functions are a serverless idea in cloud native 
architecture that enables code deployment and execution 
without the requirement for server infrastructure, a web 
server, or any configuration. Functions in Azure can be 
scaled. When there is more demand for execution, the 
service is automatically given more resources, and when 
there is less demand, all excess resources and application 
instances are automatically terminated. 

Azure Logic Apps is a cloud service. When using Logic 
Apps, a variety of APIs that are accessible as Connectors 
are easily consumed by the workflow. When the trigger is 

triggered, these Logic App connectors will carry out the 
series of operations specified in the workflow. A workflow 
in an Azure Logic App is a series of steps-define processes 
or activities. When input is delivered through the managed 
connectors, the actions will carry out the business 
processes. Each workflow will begin when the trigger is 
fired. 

Spring Boot is an open source Java-based framework used 
to create a micro service. It is used to build stand-alone 
and production ready spring applications. Important 
layers of a spring boot application are: 

 The controller layer which handles all the API 
requests incoming. Upon hitting the end point, the 
controller class contains a method of data access 
object interface. 

 The data access object interface contains methods that 
interact with the database directly. This method 
further calls the method from the service layer where 
the core business logic lies. 

 The service layer contains the core business logic to 
handle the implementation service. This layer utilizes 
third party services and functions to implement the 
service for business use. 

Unit testing of the code is performed using Junit, which is a 
unit testing framework for Java. It provides an annotation 
with test so that a method can be written to perform the 
test if the method is serving the purpose. The service layer 
method is tested by comparing the response code after 
calling the service layer method with sample data. 

Jacoco is an open source tool which is used to perform 
code coverage. Code coverage gives the percentage of code 
covered by running all the test cases and going through 
the entire code. It also provides a visual representation of 
the code which is not covered. 

3.  METHODOLOGY 

The methodology to build the email notification shown in 
the Fig. 1 system has some assumptions. The first one 
being to notify users only about the data source change. 
The important steps include building data pipeline, Azure 
function and finally the email service. Microsoft SQL server 
is used as the database and it’s compatible with Azure 
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platform. The important steps in methodology include: 

   

   Fig.1. Email notification workflow 

3.1 Building data pipeline 
 
Azure data factory is to build a pipeline that runs and 
monitors both the types of data sources which populates 
the dashboards. The pipeline is responsible to capture the 
change in the data source and put the message into the 
queue. 

This can be achieved by first storing some important 
parameters/tokens of the pipeline in Azure key vault. 

The last step involves posting the message into the storage 
queue. An additional Web activity is created to put a 
message onto the queue through a POST API call. The URL 
is concatenated and contains various parameters like key 
variable, queue name and the account in which the 
pipeline is created. 

3.2 Azure function 

Azure functions are server less functions which runs 
without the need of having any infrastructure in place. 
Azure function app is created using Java as run time 
environment. The function app basically works on a 
principle of queue trigger. The storage queue which is 
configured in the first step is the queue which the function 
app monitors. The purpose of the function app is to update 
the email alerts database with all individual alerts 
corresponding to all the users whose notification criteria 
matches. 

The function app first fetches out all the details like alert 
notification criteria id, unique id of the user, data source id 
and their Boolean values if the user has set them to true. 
The function app then loops through all the results and 
constructs the body and subject of the email and inserts 
them into the email alerts table. 

3.3 Email service using Java and Spring boot 
 
The implementation of the email service is implemented 
using Java based framework called Spring boot. The 
controller layer is responsible for handling the various API 
requests incoming. POST /api/emails/id/send This is a 
post request to send an email to all the email ids in that 
particular record with corresponding subject and body. 
The method takes the string containing the email ids to 
which the email has to be sent, subject and body of the 
email. The method constructs the message by setting the 
from email, subject and the body. Personalization object is 
created and all the email ids are added to this. SendGrid 
API key is used to establish the connection and to send the 
mail. Unit testing for the service layer is done using a unit 
testing framework called Junit. 

3.4 Email service using Azure logic app  
 

Logic  app  is  used  to  create  an  automated  workflow.  The 
workflow of the logic app developed for the email service is 
shown in the Fig. 2. The first step of the logic app       checks 
the  email  alerts  table  for  every  one second.  In  the  second 
step  a  row  is  fetched  from  user  table  based  on  user  ID 
obtained from the new alert row. In the next step Sendgrid 
is used to send the email  to the corresponding user email. 
The body and subject  of  the email  are obtained from new 
entry  of  the  email  alerts  table.  In  the  last  step,  the  is  new 
status of the email alert in the email alerts table is updated 
to  false  indicating  that  the  email  has  been  sent  and  is  no 
longer a new email alert. 
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Fig.2. Logic app workflow 

4. Result 
 
The result is briefly divided into four parts. The first one 
being the result of Azure function app updating the 
database table, second one being the result of email 
notification using Spring boot, third one being that of the 
logic app and the last result comparing the performance 
and benefits of the two methods of creating the email 
notification. 

 
4.1 Azure function app result 
 
The azure function app which is deployed gets triggered 
and runs when there’s a new message in the storage 
queue. The JSON message contains the notification criteria 
id created by user and the notification criteria name. 

Once the function app gets executed successfully, it 
updates the email alerts database table with email alerts 
each corresponding to a single user. The database table 
gets updated with three new alerts after the function app 
gets executed since the message in the queue matches 
with the notification criteria created by three users. 

4.2 Email notification using Java and Spring boot 
 
The first step to obtain the results using Spring boot is to 
update the email alerts database with new alert. The table 
contains a unique id of the alert, subject of the email, body 
of the email and the string containing the list of email ids 
separated by comma. The email is then sent with the 
HTML specific template as shown in figure 3. The HTML 
can be embedded in the body of the email. 
 

 
             Fig.3. Email notification template 

 
4.3 Email notification using Azure logic app 
 
The logic app performs an automated workflow whenever 
there’s a new entry in the email alerts table. The new row 
in the email alerts table doesn’t have the email of the user 
to which the notification has to be sent. 
 
The logic app reads the row from the email alerts table 
and finds out the email from user table using the user 
specific ID. The email is then sent with a plain text 
indicating the change in source of the data to the 
corresponding user. SendGrid in logic app doesn’t support 
HTML embedding as it only supports plain text. The 
number of succeeded runs of the logic app workflow is 
same as the number of users to whom the email has sent. 
As the queue message corresponds to three users who has 
subscribed to the notification, the three runs get 
succeeded. The response time of the request is captured 
shows that the request has taken 166 ms to execute and 
send the email to all the users. 

4.4 Comparative analysis 
 
The table shows the comparison of the response time and 
the memory of the email service of Java/Spring boot and 
Azure logic app. 

The email service using Azure logic app takes 310 ms to 
execute whereas using Java and Spring boot takes only 
166 ms. As Azure logic app runs on cloud premise it 
doesn’t take any memory even for high volume of email 
notifications 

The email service using Azure logic app doesn’t support 
embedding HTML template into the email body whereas 
using Java and Spring boot supports embedding HTML 
template into the email body. 
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Table 1 Comparison of email service methods 
   

Email service method Execution time Memory 

Spring boot and 
Sendgrid 

166 ms  123 bytes 

Azure logic app 310 ms 0 bytes 

 

5. Conclusion 

Email notification in particular comes very handy when 
the application users want to get notified about some 
changes in their data without opening the application. 
 
The system architecture utilizes Azure storage queue to 
store the messages from the pipeline constantly running 
and updating the storage queue upon the change in the 
data source that feeds the dashboards in the application. 
Azure storage queue proves to be a great option because 
of it’s on premise availability and its easy integration with 
other Azure services. The Azure function which is used to 
monitor the storage queue and update the email alerts 
database table with alerts corresponding to users who has 
subscribed to receive that particular notification provided 
smaller execution time and memory and provided easy 
integration with the storage queue and the database. 

Sending email using Spring boot in the back end provided 
lesser execution time compared to logic app but has 
consumed more memory than logic app. Thus, the use of 
Spring boot provided more options to include with 
complex HTML templates and lesser execution time. Logic 
app should be used for lesser critical applications and for 
easier implementation. Overall using Spring boot in the 
back end along with Sendgrid service provided better 
performance as execution time is lesser and it provided an 
option to include custom HTML templates. 
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